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***UPDATED for 2017*** Ã‚Â This wonderful little book is the perfect companion for your trip to

Prague, Czech Republic. Its American author, Krysti Brice, has lived and worked in Prague for more

than two decades, and in this book she combines her love of the city with her love of food,

architecture and writing to give your trip a real local flavor.Ã‚Â This book will guide you to

Prague&apos;s best and trendiest restaurants, including the places locals love most. It will also lead

you to the best places to shop for unique gifts or for that perfect addition to your travel treasures.

And there&apos;s lots of public transport advice and practical information to boot!This is not a

typical guidebook - it is a real insider&apos;s take on Prague that is sure to enhance your stay.
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I live in Prague and bought this book for friends of mine who were visiting from the U.S. I am Czech

and I have to say, I was impressed with this book. The author really knows some of the best places

in Prague to eat and to find unique Czech gifts. Many of my favorite local restaurants are listed here,

but I also learned of new places that are now on my list of favorites. It's a great value for the price,



and it really was helpful in giving my visitors a unique experience.

This is great little book to bring along on your trip to Prague, especially if you are visiting the city on

your own. The author clearly states what the guide is and is not. We believe it is a concise, easy to

follow, well written guide which will help make your trip to Prague a good experience no matter what

your interests. We were in Prague early December and lucky to be able to have spent 6 hours with

Krysti. She is an excellent tour guide and it was easy to see why her book is so informative.Raised

in the US (Macon GA), she was once one of us - from a tourists perspective. Now after spending the

better part of the last 20 years in Prague she is able to offer a type of information and advice that is

most helpful. We highly recommend this book for the first time visitor.... You have spent all that

money to get to Prague, why not spend $9 more dollars to help ensure a great visit!

Thanks to Krysti Brice's book, I felt as if I was one step ahead of the game. Whether I'm choosing a

restaurant, ordering a taxi or travelling to and from the airport, I hate the feeling that I'm falling into a

tourist trap or being ripped off. With the practical tips from this common sense guide I felt that I was

making sensible choices. It was like having a local alongside me, offering me advice and tips. For

the first time I felt I could just relax and enjoy this wonderful city, without the stress of solving those

mundane issues which can so often spoil a holiday.

This book is the perfect travel companion for Prague. Not too long, not too short, and full of

excellent suggestions for highlights, restaurants. shopping and walking tours. I loved the insider tips.

In addition we were able to meet the author as she is available as a personal guide in Prague, and

we spent a wonderful day learning how to really enjoy the city. We spent four wonderful days there

in April of 2017 and I'm very happy we bought this book and met Krysti.

Not only did I purchase and use this insightful book to help guide me and my small group through

this exquisite City, but I very wisely retained the "tour guide and concierge" services of the author

herself. Krysti has lived in Prague since 1992 (with a quick stopover in DC for a few years), and her

knowledge, enthusiasm, and ability to communicate both made our several days in Prague so

fulfilling. The book itself helps separate the must-see wheat from the touristy chaff, as it were, and

allows one to hone in on the "must dos" and "favorite spots". We certainly took advantage of her

recommendations, whether it be pistachio gelato at Angelatos, coffee/lunch at CafÃƒÂ© Savoy or

fine dining at Kampo Park. In fact, we enjoyed our full day tour with Krysti so much, that she



graciously accepted our invitation to join us for dinner at Kampo Park. Traveling with a

guide....whether it be a smart user friendly tour book or the services of the author herself, we could

not more strongly recommend teaming up with Krysti next time you are in Prague.

It is highly readable, and full of useful information. The options on sightseeing, eating, shopping

provide choice without trying to be all things to all travelers. I live in Prague and am always looking

for ideas for visitors. I particularly enjoy the inclusion of the historical and the practical--of

architecture and sculpture to tram passes and toilet paper. Big value from a writer who knows and

loves her adopted home. Download on your kindle as well.

So glad I discovered this book! Reading Krysti's guidebook was an ideal way to help plan a trip to

Prague. I was unable to put it down once I started it, and gained a wealth of knowledge in only a few

hours. I was also fortunate to be able to book Krysti as a personal guide for my family on an

excursion to Kutna Hora, a fantastic experience. She took care of everything from pre-ordering train

tickets and taxis, to which important sites to see. We were able to relax and enjoy every minute.She

also has some excellent self-guided tours. I downloaded her walking tour of the Jewish Quarter onto

my phone and was easily able to navigate while learning valuable information about each site.

Highly recommended!

We just returned from 8 days in Prague and found this book to be just the right compliment to our

larger travel book. We generally like to explore on our own so the author's practical tips and

recommendations helped us navigate the city's neighborhoods and led us to some of the more

interesting, though lesser promoted sites / locations. We booked our apartment and tried some

great restaurants based on the suggestions in her book. Krysti is also available for private tours. We

hired her for a day trip to Kutna Hora, and we enjoyed the experience so much, we took advantage

of her one open day to have her guide us through the Prague Castle.
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